Exploring Life Dynamics in and out of equilibrium

4th European Life Sciences PhD & Postdoc symposium

May 12-14th, 2021

Online event

Topics
Learn about the latest research from outstanding scientists in the fields of: #FundamentalBiology #IntegrativeOmics #TranslationalMedicine #MultidisciplinaryResearch

Keynote Speakers
With the participation of internationally renowned speakers: Wilhelm Huck, Judith Campisi, Cecilia Lindgren, Andrea Crisanti, Marta Alonso, Linda Saif, Anthony A. Hyman, Nicola Segata

Workshops
Boost your skills by participating in one of the intensive courses dedicated to your personal and professional development.

Career Day
Explore different career possibilities after your PhD, talking with professionals from academia and industry

Outreach
Always wanted your friends and family to understand your science? This is your chance, join our outreach activities!

For more information visit: www.enablenetwork.eu

@EnableNetworkEU